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Abstract: 

Donald Trump, the Republican Candidate in the 2016 United States Presidential           

election, used Twitter to insult and troll his opponents, particularly Democrat           

Hillary Clinton. By looking at 230 @realDonaldTrump Tweets which address          

Clinton during the campaign, this study analyzes Trump’s statements         

sociolinguistically and statistically, comparing the tweets’ structure and rhetoric         

between two time periods. Once Clinton became his primary opponent, Trump’s           

tweets became slightly more multimodal, the number of tweets addressing          

Clinton decreased, and the average length of these tweets also decreased.           

However, there was no significant change in Trump’s rhetoric toward Clinton.           

Further analysis reveals that Trump’s shorter tweets gained more popularity, as           

well as statements referencing Clinton’s email scandal. These comparisons and          

linguistic analyses of Trump’s statements provide insight into his communication          

process and campaign strategy during the election.  
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§1: Introduction 

1.1: The Shocking 2016 Presidential Election 

The 2016 United States presidential election was notable for several reasons. It produced the              

largest presidential primary field of any political party in US history, the first woman nominated               

as a party’s presidential candidate, the lowest approval rating of both candidates in the general               

election, and ended in a discrepancy between the popular vote and electoral college results.              

Additionally, Donald Trump is the oldest and wealthiest inaugurated president, as well as the              

only president to assume office without prior military or public service. This was also the first                1

time that social media played such a critical role in the campaigning process. 

 
1.2: Social Media use in the 2016 Presidential Election 

Writing offers politicians a way to communicate directly with the public, bypassing possibly             

skewed news sources. As Florian Coulmas describes in his book, The Writing Systems of the               

World, writing is one of the most important forms of communication. He compares             

broadcastable text to speech, human’s natural form of communication: “the most obvious            

function of writing is that it greatly enlarges the range of communication and, consequently,              

power. The communicative range of speech is severely limited. A message can be conveyed              

reliably only to those within ear shot. The unaided human voice does not carry very far.” Trump                 2

and other candidates leveraged this power of writing throughout the 2016 election, specifically             

with the use of social media, a modern and instantaneous communication method.  

 

1 Sabato, L., Kondik, K., & Skelley, G. (2017). Trumped: The 2016 election that broke all the rules. 
Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Rowman & Littlefield Publishing 
Group. 
2 Coulmas, F. (2003). The writing systems of the world. Oxford: Blackwell. 
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The extensive use of social media for campaign marketing and information sharing during the              

2016 presidential primaries and general election fueled a stark divide among voters and an              

unexpected outcome. Platforms such as Facebook and Twitter offered candidates          

instantaneous connection to their supporters, opponents, and important news agencies. In their            

article, Discourse, Disruption, and Digital Democracy, Dan Schill and John Hendricks describe            

this next technological trend in elections: 

 
“The medium of radio in the 1930s and 1940s brought Franklin D. Roosevelt into              

the homes of families around the nation whereas in the 1950s and 1960s the              

medium of television placed politicians such as John F. Kennedy and Richard            

Nixon in the homes of Americans. In the 2000s and 2010s the internet has              

placed politicians such as Donald Trump and Bernie Sanders in the hands of             

Americans with smartphones.”  3

 
More than any prior election, candidates used (and abused) social media to reach a larger               

audience and target their political opponents. Many candidates promoted positive messages           

with social media by showing images from rallies to indicate their popularity, sharing or              

retweeting messages from famous supporters, and fundraising, all in an effort to create an              

appealing image of the candidate. However, it was the negative posts that were the true               

cornerstone of many campaigns, with their insults, attack videos, biased memes, and trolling             

(creating digressive messages poking at their opponents). Below is an example of such social              

media bickering between Democrat Hillary Clinton and Republican Jeb Bush. 

 

3 Schill, D., & Hendricks, J. (2017). The Presidency and Social Media: Discourse, Disruption, and Digital 
Democracy in the 2016 Presidential Election. Abbington, UK: Routledge. 
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1.3: Donald Trump’s Twitter  

Before the election, Donald Trump could be described as technologically old fashioned. He did              

not extensively personally use social media, did not have a computer in his home office, and his                 

staff printed out emails so he could read them. However, during his presidential campaign and               4

since taking office, Trump has embraced social media to hurl insults at not only Democrats, but                

4 Barbaro, M. (2015, October 05). Pithy, Mean and Powerful: How Donald Trump Mastered Twitter for 
2016. Retrieved from 
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/06/us/politics/donald-trump-twitter-use-campaign-2016.html 
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also his fellow Republicans. Zac Moffatt, the digital outreach manager for Mitt Romney’s 2012              

campaign, noted that Trump “used social media to replace the traditional apparatus of a political               

campaign.” A job that is typically given to a young staff member was the center of an entire                  5

campaign. And it worked. Trump’s Twitter account, @realDonaldTrump, had reached an           

audience of 12.8 million followers during the election and was growing by thousands per day.               6

New York Times writer and political commentator, Michael Barbaro reports that “Mr. Trump has              

mastered Twitter in a way no candidate for president ever has, unleashing and redefining its               

power as a tool of political promotion, distraction, score-settling and attack.” The graph below              

illustrates the exponential growth of Trump’s Twitter followers. 

 
 

Donald Trump Twitter Followers  7

 

 

5 Barbaro, M. (2015, October 05). Pithy, Mean and Powerful: How Donald Trump Mastered Twitter for 
2016. Retrieved from 
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/06/us/politics/donald-trump-twitter-use-campaign-2016.html 
6 Urgo. (n.d.). @realDonaldTrump Monthly Twitter Statistics (Social Blade Twitter Statistics). Retrieved 
May 1, 2019, from https://socialblade.com/twitter/user/realdonaldtrump/monthly 
7 Drum, K., King, J., Schulman, J., & Capps, K. (2017, June 23). Raw data: Donald Trump's Twitter 
followers. Retrieved May 1, 2019, from 
https://www.motherjones.com/kevin-drum/2016/12/raw-data-donald-trumps-twitter-followers/ 
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1.4: Trump’s Attacks on Clinton 

Central to Trump’s Tweets were insults and bullying of others. Trump frequently coined names              

for his opponents, including Low Energy Jeb (Jeb Bush), Wild Bill (Bill Clinton), Leakin' Lyin'               

James Comey (James Comey), Lyin' Ted (Ted Cruz), Jeff Flakey (Jeff Flake), Cheatin' Obama              

(Barack Obama), High Tax High Crime Nancy Pelosi (Nancy Pelosi), Little Marco (Marco             

Rubio), Crazy Bernie (Bernie Sanders), and Pocahontas (Elizabeth Warren). Trump managed           8

to use these demeaning names, along with insults, to gain popularity over the other candidates               

in the race and knock them out one by one. Donald Trump fired out names and insults to almost                   

every candidate running, but none as much as Hillary Clinton, his main competitor in the general                

election. To the right is a chart of Trump’s most commonly tweeted bigrams during the election.                9

As seen, references to Clinton rank first and second as          

Trump’s most frequently tweeted topics. Trump labeled       

Clinton Crooked Hillary throughout the election, continually       

mentioned her email scandal and character. Of the 971         

times he tweeted about Clinton during the election and since          

then, he has used the nickname Crooked Hillary 310 times          

and used the hashtag #crookedhillary 44 times (as of April          

2019). Trump has tweeted about Clinton twice as many         10

times as he has tweeted his own campaign slogan:         

#makeamericagreatagain. 

8 List of nicknames used by Donald Trump. (2019, May 04). Retrieved May 1, 2019, from 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_nicknames_used_by_Donald_Trump#Domestic_political_figures 
9 Bruin, E. (2018). Text mining the Clinton and Trump election Tweets. Retrieved May 1, 2019, from 
https://www.kaggle.com/erikbruin/text-mining-the-clinton-and-trump-election-tweets 
10 Trump Twitter Archive. (2019, May 1). Retrieved May 1, 2019, from 
http://www.trumptwitterarchive.com/archive 
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§2: Time Periods of Interest 

2.1: Focus of Present Study  

This study compares Donald Trump’s tweets that address Hillary Clinton before she was the              

official candidate to when she was his sole opponent. These two periods are picked out of the                 

election cycle, deemed the Unknown Opponent Period and the Singular Opponent Period, and             

are both described below. 

 
2.2: Unknown Opponent Period 

The Unknown Opponent Period is when Donald Trump knew that he would be the Republican               

Nominee for president (although unofficially until the Republican National Convention on July            

21), but did not know who his opponent would be in the general election. This period ranges 2                  

months (61 days) from May 26, when Trump passed the minimum number of delegates required               

to secure the Republican Party nomination, to July 26 at 6:39 pm, when the Democratic Party                

announced their presidential nominee. During this period, the contenders in the race where             

Donald Trump, Hillary Clinton, and Bernie Sanders. /  11 12

11 It is important to note that Hillary Clinton did previously pass the required delegates for the nomination, 
but due to superdelegates in the Democratic Party’s Nomination process, the final decision was 
unconfirmed.  

- Stein, J. (2016, May 06). Let's clear up some confusion about the superdelegates and Bernie 
Sanders. Retrieved May 1, 2019, from 
https://www.vox.com/2016/5/6/11597550/superdelegates-bernie-sanders-clinton 

- BBC Staff. (2016, June 07). Hillary Clinton 'secures Democratic nomination' - AP. Retrieved from 
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-36466228 

12 Additionally, Bernie Sanders was still campaigning between when Clinton gained the delegates and her 
official nomination, compared to Donald Trump’s opponents who dropped out of the race. 

- Dann, C., & Unit, N. N. (2016, May 26). Donald Trump Hits 'Magic Number' of Delegates 
Required for Nomination. Retrieved May 1, 2019, from 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2016-election/donald-trump-hits-magic-number-delegates-requi
red-nomination-n580866 
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2.3: Singular Opponent Period 

During the Singular Opponent Period, the two presidential candidates are officially known to the              

general public, but the the formal presidential debates have not begun. This period ranges 2               

months (62 days) from July 26 at 6:39 pm, when Hillary Clinton was officially awarded the                

Democratic Party presidential nomination, to September 26, the first of three customary            

presidential debates.  

Timeline of Relevant Portion of Election 

 

§3: Previous Research 

3.1: Trends in Trump’s Tweets 

Michael Tauberg reports on several different statistical studies concerning Trump’s tweets in his             

article published by The Startup, Analyzing Trump’s Tweets: A Data-Based Analysis of Trump’s             

Language on Twitter. His research provides a fundamental overview of Trump’s trends and             13

tendencies on the social media platform. The top word used throughout all of Trump’s tweets is                

great, followed by Trump, thank, just, and people. Trump’s sentiment reached its most negative              

point in 2011, when he attacked President Obama on policy issues, and has since grown more                

positive. This trend is also shown by the the use of more positive adjectives than negative ones.                 

The people Trump attacked most on Twitter are Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton, the latter               

13 Tauberg, M. (2018, October 31). Analyzing Trump's Tweets. Retrieved May 1, 2019, from 
https://medium.com/swlh/analyzing-trumps-tweets-5368528d2c90 
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whom he repeatedly has called crooked, the second most used insult behind fake. Tauberg              

divides Trump’s insults into 6 distinct categories: weakness, stupidity, failure, illegitimacy,           

corruption, and fear. By far the most used 4 gram is Make America Great Again and the most                  

used trigram is I will be, usually followed by announcements of speeches or news interviews.               

Trump tweets at all hours of the day, but his peak usage is 2:00-3:00PM. With over 40,000                 

tweets (as of April 12, 2019), the entire copous gives insight into Trump’s thought process.  

 
Trump’s Most Used Insults 

 

 
3.2: Tweet Community Networks 

Anthony Bonato and Lyndsay Roach categorize Trump’s tweets in their article The Math Behind              

Trump’s Tweets. With each tweet comprising of keywords, they linked together words            14

commonly found in the same statement to form a map of connected nodes. Using the Louvain                

14 Bonato, A., & Roach, L. (2019, April 30). The math behind Trump's tweets. Retrieved May 1, 2019, from 
https://theconversation.com/the-math-behind-trumps-tweets-100314 
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method to determine network modularity, communities are formed to show similar tweet            

sentiments. Below are Bonato and Roach’s networks, analyzing tweets from 2015 and 2016,             

which display 5 color coded categories that alter between the years. The purple community is               

mainly related to Trump’s opponents, which noticeably changes as the election progresses as             

Trump’s opponents change between 2015 and 2016. Earlier in the election cycle, nodes that are               

people in the purple community are Carson, #JebBush, Marco Rubio, and Cruz - all of whom                

are Trump’s opponents in the Republican primaries. Next, in the 2016 network, we see the shift                

to Trump’s new opposition in the general election: Hillary Clinton and other associated terms              

such as Obama, Obamacare, and emails. As we see, Hillary Clinton shifted between Trump’s              

tweet communities as she became his primary opponent into 2016. This supports an             

expectation that we will see a difference between Trump’s discourse towards Clinton in the              

Unknown Opponent Period and the Singular Opponent Period.  

 
@realDonald Trump Tweet Community Networks for 2015 (left) and 2016 (right) 
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3.3: Popularity of Attack Tweets 

In their paper, The more attacks, the more retweets: Trump’s and Clinton’s agenda setting on               

Twitter, Jayeon Lee and Weiai Xu evaluate attack tweets and public agenda setting             15

statements in the final stage of the election. Running a regression analysis on their data (Aug 1                 

– Oct 31, 2016; N = 1575; 1024 for Clinton, 551 for Trump), they determine if attack tweets                  

receive more retweets and favorites than positive ones. For the last 3 month of the election,                

53.9% of Trump’s tweets and 48.7% of Clinton’s tweets were devoted to attacking a person or                

group. The researchers discovered that none of Clinton’s commonly tweeted attacks           16

statistically improved the number of retweets received, while Trump received a statistically            

significant higher than average amount of retweets when stressing media bias or alleging             

Clinton’s dishonesty. This study focused on one timeframe and does not offer insight to              

compare Trump’s references to Clinton during the primaries or the early period of the general               

election. However, it does indicate that Trump’s followers pay particular attention to Trump’s             

negative tweets.  

 

§4: Data and Methods 

4.1: Dataset 

The corpus used in this study was compiled from a dataset of all tweets sent by Donald Trump                  

(@realDonaldTrump) and Hillary Clinton (@HillaryClinton) from January 1 to September 27,           

2016. This totals 6444 tweets (included retweets). 3022 of which were Donald Trump’s tweets.              17

15 Lee, J., & Xu, W. (2018). The more attacks, the more retweets: Trump’s and Clinton’s agenda setting 
on Twitter. Public Relations Review, 44(2), 201-213. doi:10.1016/j.pubrev.2017.10.002 
16 Lee, J., & Xu, W. The more attacks, the more retweets: Trump’s and Clinton’s agenda setting on 
Twitter. Public Relations Review, 44(2), 201-213. doi:10.1016/j.pubrev.2017.10.002 
17 Hamner, B. (2016, September 28). Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump Tweets. Retrieved March 5, 2019, 
from https://www.kaggle.com/benhamner/clinton-trump-tweets 
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Out of that total, he mentioned Hillary Clinton in 377 (12.5%) tweets. 252 of these tweets fall into                  

the two time periods of note, of which 230 tweets are Trump’s own words (not retweets or                 

shared posts). All 230 tweets used in this study are in the Appendix, with a sample of the five                   

most retweeted tweets listed in the table below: 

Tweet Time Date Retweets 

The media is spending more time doing a forensic analysis of Melania's            
speech than the FBI spent on Hillary's emails. 

15:36 07-20 120817 

FBI director said Crooked Hillary compromised our national security. No          
charges. Wow! #RiggedSystem 

15:39 07-05 40507 

Bernie Sanders endorsing Crooked Hillary Clinton is like Occupy Wall          
Street endorsing Goldman Sachs. 

17:01 07-12 36510 

Obama just endorsed Crooked Hillary. He wants four more years of           
Obama‚ but nobody else does! 

18:22 06-09 35638 

I rarely agree with President Obama- however he is 100% correct about            
Crooked Hillary Clinton. Great ad! https://t.co/aOvVsZfAW3 

16:49 06-10 25868 

 
We would expect Trump to tweet more about Clinton during the Singular Opponent Period, as               

she is now his primary opponent, but this was not the case. Donald Trump mentioned Clinton in                 

124 tweets during the Unknown Opponent Period and in 106 tweets during the Singular              

Opponent Period. Note that the time periods are 61 and 62 days respectively, so Trump actually                

tweeted less about Clinton directly once she was his only opponent. While this difference is               

initially unexpected, we can hypothesize a possible reason. During August and September of             

2016 (before the first debate), both candidates spent most of their time traveling the country,               

holding rallies, and meeting local leaders. This part of the campaign process was less              

confrontational between Trump and Clinton, a trend also shown in Trump’s tweets. During the              

Singular Opponent Period, his tweets focused more on announcing campaign events and            

thanking members of Congress for their support or endorsements, rather than attacking Clinton             

as frequently.  
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4.2: Metrics 

Twitter provides two very useful datametrics to measure the perception of a tweet: favorites and               

retweets. Social media analysis organization, Encore, says that “by retweeting posts, users            

essentially endorse the content to all of their followers and thus tend to gravitate towards               

attractive images or entertaining information over explicitly promotional materials.” Essentially,          18

retweeting content requires the user to actively support and agree with the tweet enough to               

share it with their own followers. While favorites are still an important metric, they lack the                

endorsement implicated by a retweet. Therefore, the retweets metric will be used in this study to                

measure the popularity of tweets.   19

 

§5: Tweet Multimodality 

5.1: Multimodality 

In their article When was Multimodality? Modality and the Rhetoric of Transparency, John             

Trimbur and Karen Press explain that multimodality is a “principle of design that combines              

modes – writing, images, sound, music, gesture, moving pictures, infographics, color, page            

layout, typography, writing surface, and so on – in a single composition.” Twitter provides              20

countless options for its users to express their thoughts with multiple modes: hashtags are a               

metadata tag to compile similar content, mentions specifically reference another twitter user,            

and links embed a picture or video into the tweet (Emojis are another multimodal form, but                

18 Encore. (2015, June 04). Favorites vs. Retweets (And Why One is More Important Than the Other). 
Retrieved May 1, 2019, from 
https://medium.com/@Encore/favorites-vs-retweets-and-why-one-is-more-important-than-the-other-ba12e
e20e9ba 
19 While more time allows for tweets to gain more retweets (and so older ones would be expected to have 
more tweets), we are ignoring this possible effect due to the small timespan difference (2 months), which 
occurred 3 years prior to when the data in this study was collected. 
20 Trimbur, J., & Press, K. (n.d.). When was Multimodality? Modality and the Rhetoric of Transparency. 
Multimodality in Writing, 17-42. doi:10.1163/9789004297197_003 
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Trump uses none of these ideograms in this tweet copus). Trimbur and Press explain that               

multimodal texts have an “aura of newness,” which is supported by twitter’s features.             21

Hashtags, mentions, and links allow Trump’s followers to interact with his tweets; they no longer               

are static words on the screen, but can be clicked on to explore similar content. We will                 

investigate Trump’s usage of all three of these modes in his tweets, each mode’s influence on                

retweet count, and whether his use changed between the Unknown Opponent Period and the              

Singular Opponent Period. Section 5, Tweet Multimodality, concludes that while these modes            

do provide insight into Trump’s political views and campaign strategies overall, they are not              

used differently between the two periods.  

 
5.2: Hashtags 

Trump used 45 hashtags in the 230 tweets studied. These included #MAGA, #Trump2016,             

#TrumpPence, #FlashBackFriday, and #1. However, none compare to #CrookedHillary, the          

hashtag form of his most commonly used phrase to describe Hillary Clinton.  

 
Trump’s Hashtag Usage 

 All Hashtags #CrookedHillary 

Total Occurrences 45 20 

Unknown Opponent Period 18 8 

Singular Opponent Period 27 12 

Avg. during Unknown Opponent Period 0.1452 0.0645 

Avg. during Singular Opponent Period 0.2547 0.1132 

 
 

21 Trimbur, J., & Press, K. (n.d.). When was Multimodality? Modality and the Rhetoric of Transparency. 
Multimodality in Writing, 17-42. doi:10.1163/9789004297197_003 
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From the Unknown Opponent Period to the Singular Opponent Period, average hashtag usage             

per tweet almost doubled. This may have occurred as Trump’s campaign team sought out more               

interactive tweets, and their unique feature to link Trump’s statements to tweets by other similar               

accounts. #CrookedHillary followed the same trend, and so there is no statistically significantly             

increase in its usage. It is possible that Trump specifically used #CrookedHillary more during the               

Singular Opponent Period because it had become such a trademark of his campaign, not              

needing to say as much anymore beyond just the hashtag.  

 

5.3: Mentions 

In the corpus, Trump uses the ‘@’ symbol followed by another Twitter user’s handle to link or                 

mention the other user. There are a total of twelve mentions in nine tweets. Ten of the twelve                  

mentions are news agencies (4x @CNN, 3x @nytimes, 2x @FoxNews, and 1x @NBCPolitics)             

and the other two are former senior political analyst for MSNBC @MarkHalperin and academic              

polling center @QuinnipiacPoll. Trump’s usage of mentions decreased from 0.0565 mentions           

per tweet during the Unknown Opponent Period to 0.0472 mentions per tweet during the              

Singular Opponent Period. While this is statistically significant, our sample population (9 tweets)             

is too small to statistically conclude anything about the difference. However, it is interesting to               

note that while Trump is constantly tweeting about Clinton, he never mentions @HillaryClinton             

directly in the 230 tweets which are about her. This is representative of his behind the back                 

name calling, never wanting to formally tag Clinton in his statements. Additionally, this does not               

allow Trump’s followers to easily click on Clinton’s account and follow her, a phenomenon that               

would unintentionally promote @HillaryClinton through Trump’s tweets. 
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5.4: Links and Media 

Trump links to an outside source or includes a photo or video in 42 of the 230 tweet copus. This                    

is done 19 times during the Unknown Opponent Period and 23 times during the Singular               

Opponent Phase, not a noticeable difference. Most of these links direct his audience to a news                

article while only few are an original photo from his campaign. Trump also often links to videos                 

of other politicians talking about Hillary Clinton (mostly Barack Obama or Bernie Sanders) and              

also reshares past videos of Clinton. We would expect that tweets with attached media give               

more authority to the statement and would receive more retweets, as linking to an outside               

source provides legitimacy when it comes to the highly disputed statements of the election.              

However, tweets with links or media attached received and average of 12,075 retweets, lower              

than the 12,246 retweets overall average. This can possibly be explained by (1) people more               

inclined to simply share the media themselves instead of sharing Trump’s tweet, or (2) because               

Trump’s followers react better to emotion-driving accusatory comments.  

 

§6: Tweet Length 

6.1: Length Limit 

At the time of Donald Trump’s tweets in question, Twitter limited users to expressing 140               

character tweets. One year after the election, the platform expanded to a 280 character limit,               

stating that “a longer character count allowed users to express more of their thoughts without               

running out of room to tweet.” However, we are interested in how Donald Trump’s tweets are                22

linguistically affected by the 140 character limit, and how this changes between the Unknown              

Opponent Period and the Singular Opponent Period.  

22 Perez, S. (2017, November 07). Twitter officially expands its character count to 280 starting today – 
TechCrunch. Retrieved May 1, 2019, from 
https://techcrunch.com/2017/11/07/twitter-officially-expands-its-character-count-to-280-starting-today/ 
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6.2: Length of Trump’s Tweets 

The table below displays the descriptive statistics of Donald Trump’s tweet length in the study,               

and the histogram below visualizes the data. We see that longer tweets (approaching the 140               

character limit) are the most common, with 143 tweets that are 130 characters or longer,               

including 47 tweets that are exactly 140 characters long. This is also shown by the median                

tweet length: 135 characters. The high frequency of 140 character tweets reveals that Trump’s              

initially desired statement was most likely longer than this character limit, but was then revised               

to be shorter to fit the platform’s requirements.  

 

     Histogram of Tweet Length 

 
 
 
6.3: Linguistic Results of Condensed Statements 

The process of making his statements more concise has lead to several variations of the typical                

English language text, such as the following examples. (1) Trump often uses abbreviations             

(such as & instead of and, b/c instead of because, and w/ instead of with) in order to reduce the                    

character count of his statement to fit the platform’s limit. (2) He also cuts characters by not                 

punctuating the end of the tweet. 53 of Trump’s tweets end in periods, 95 in exclamation points,                 
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and 15 in question marks. Of the 67 tweets that do not end in a punctuation mark, 15 do not end                     

in a hashtag, link, mention, or the speaker of a quote (where it would not be appropriate to end                   

the tweet with punctuation). All 15 of these tweets are exactly 140 characters in length. This                

clearly shows that removing final punctuation was a necessary measure to reduce tweet length,              

specifically for statements that needed to be reduced from 141 characters. Essentially, the             

reason that one of Trump’s tweets does not have end punctuation likely results from the need to                 

reduce the number of characters. (3) In one tweet, Trump shortens a reference to Hillary Clinton                

as “H”. We can conclude that this is due to the length limit of twitter because this tweet is 138                    

characters in length. Spelling out Clinton’s full name would require cutting or condensing             

another word in the tweet. (4) Finally, Trump also abbreviates the word continued to cont’d               

when his statement is over 140 characters and cannot be shortened, resulting in the full               

statement disclosed in two (or more) tweets. Although a strategy used often in many of Trump’s                

tweets, he only does this once in the entire sample. (5) While the previous methods to reduce                 

tweet length outlined are visible throughout Trump’s twitter account, we cannot know just             

visually how much his statements themselves are altered to fit the 140 character limit. Due to                

the high number of tweets with exactly 140 characters (or very close to it), we can assume that                  

Trump is constantly revising these statements to be within Twitter’s limit.  

 

Contraction (1) Name Shortening (3) 
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6.4: Statistical Analysis of Length 

The 140 character limit means that little substantive content can be portrayed in one tweet.               

However, this does not necessarily limit Donald Trump’s tweet popularity. There is a strong              

correlation (p-val 0.00276) between the length of Trump’s tweets that address Hillary Clinton             

and the amount of retweets the tweet receives (linear regression results below from RStudio):              

shorter tweets are correlated with more retweets, in tern more popularity.  

 

RStudio Linear Regression Between Tweet Length and Retweet Count Results

 
 

We also see a change in tweet length between the two time periods in question. The average                 

tweet length in the Unknown Opponent Period is 127.1 characters, which decreased to 119.0              

characters during the Singular Opponent Period. There does not appear to be any apparent              

reason why this change occurred, but we can hypothesize several possibilities. (1) While the              

difference (t-Test, p-val=0.0372) is statistically significant at the p = 0.05 value, it is not               

significant at the p = 0.01 value, and so the change could have been by chance. (2) Trump’s                  

campaign team may have performed the same retweet study to find out that shorter tweets are                

more popular, and pushed him to reduce his average tweet length. (3) Trump and his campaign                
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team may have gotten tired of spending so much time meticulously shortening his tweets and               

instead just cut entire parts, changing the meaning of the statement. This possibility is              

evidenced by the fact that slightly fewer tweets during the Unknown Opponent Period were 140               

characters. (4) Trump tweeted more during the Singular Opponent Period about factual disputes             

and personal attacks towards Clinton (as discussed in the next section). Tweets in both of these                

categories were shorter on averagethan the other 230 tweets, so this may contribute to the               

overall decrease in tweet length. (5) Finally, as discussed before, Trump tweeted less about              

Clinton during the Singular Opponent Period most likely due to current campaign strategies.             

Therefore, for the same reasoning, Trump may have had less to say about Clinton when he did                 

tweet about her, resulting in shorter statements. 

 

6.5: Twitter as a Site of Display 

Expanding on possibility number (2) above, that Trump’s campaign team knew of the             

length-retweet correlation and encouraged shorter statements, we see how this modification           

resembles an aspect of Twitter as a site of display for political statements. In his article,                

Technology and Sites of Display, Rodney Jones describes that a site of display involves the               

greater social context that the text is placed in, influencing how the reader perceives the text.                23

Jones gives the examples: “not just books and computer screens, but also exhibition halls,              

television and cinema screens, live ‘platform events’ like lectures, ceremonies and beauty            

pageants, boxing rings, roadside billboards, shop windows and singles bars.” On Twitter,            24

people scroll through their busy feed. With the average user spending only 1 minute per day on                 

the website or app, @realDonaldTrump must compete with many others for a user’s valuable              

23 Jewitt, C. (2017). The Routledge handbook of multimodal analysis: Technology and Sites of Display. 
Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge. 
24 Jewitt, C. (2017). The Routledge handbook of multimodal analysis: Technology and Sites of Display. 
Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge. 
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time. People are able to read short statements quicker than long ones, absorbing the              25

information faster. Seeing tweets that are too long may result in Trump’s audience simply              

scrolling past. This may be why, for a platform with a 140 character limit, we see that Donald                  

Trump’s shorter statements are more popular.  

 

§7: Discourse Towards Clinton 

7.1: Trump’s Rhetoric 

Donald Trump attacked Hillary Clinton for many different reasons including: her email scandal,             

personal issues (specifically about trust and judgement), factual disputes, mainstream media           

relations, immigration policy, Wall Street connections, Benghazi, comparing polling results,          

illnesses, race and LGBT policy, previous economic policy choices (specifically NAFTA), Brexit,            

and comparisons to Bernie Sanders. By sorting through the 230 tweets that address Clinton, we               

picked out the ones that fit into three main categories: 

 
1. Tweets that address Clinton in relation to her email scandal as Secretary of State during               

the Obama Administration (22 tweets), for example:  

 
 
 
 
 
 

25 Asano, E. (2017, January 04). How Much Time Do People Spend on Social Media? [Infographic]. 
Retrieved May 1, 2019, from 
https://www.socialmediatoday.com/marketing/how-much-time-do-people-spend-social-media-infographic 
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2. Personal attacks on Clinton’s character (45 tweets), for example:  

 
 

3. Factual dispute of Clinton’s statement or an accusation of ties between Clinton and the              
mainstream media (14 tweets), for example:  

 
 
 
7.2: Effect of Rhetoric on Retweets 

To analyze how Trump’s discourse towards Clinton affects a tweet’s popularity, we run a              

multiple linear regression between tweet category (as a dummy variable) and retweet count. We              

see that tweets with a personal attack towards Clinton or ones that address a factual dispute or                 

media relation have no statistically significant correlation to tweet popularity. Whether Trump            

tweets about Clinton’s email scandal, on the other hand, has a highly statistically significant              

positive correlation to the tweet’s popularity (p-val = 0.000604). Tweets in which Trump             

addresses Clinton’s email scandal have an average of 19,042 retweets. Omitting the one outlier              

in the study (@realDonaldTrump’s 8th most retweeted tweet of all time, with 120,817 retweets),              

the average of the batch is 14,196 retweets. Both of these values are much higher than the                 

average number of retweets in the study, 12,246 retweets, and confirm the regression analysis’              

conclusion: tweets about Clinton’s email scandal gain more popularity. 
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RStudio Multiple Linear Regression Between Tweet Discourse and Retweet Count Results 

 

We see very little change when comparing the popularity of tweets addressing Clinton’s email              

scandal during the Unknown Opponent Period and the Singular Opponent Period. The average             

during the Unknown Opponent Period was 21,483 retweets and 13,206 retweets with the             

omission. The average during the Singular Opponent Period was 15,516 retweets. While these             

differences are statistically significant (on both the high end and low end of the Unknown               

Opponent Period), the outlier invalidates any solid conclusions on the differences in email             

scandal related tweets between the two periods. 

 

§8: Conclusion 

Republican Presidential Candidate, Donald Trump, changed the way candidates communicate          

with the public through his extensive social media centered campaign during the 2016 United              

States Presidential election. Specifically on Twitter, Trump’s insults and trolls defeated his            

opponents one by one. He was almost obsessed with attacking opponent Hillary Clinton,             

including her politics, previous actions, and character.  
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This study looked at 230 of Trump’s tweets in which he addressed Clinton, using retweets as a                 

popularity metric. Within this copus, the study analyzed Trump’s statements from a            

sociolinguistic and statistical perspective, and compared the tweets’ structure and rhetoric           

between two time periods: the two months leading up to Clinton’s Democratic nomination             

(Unknown Opponent Period) to the two months after that and before the first presidential debate               

(Singular Opponent Period). 

 
The analysis indicates that Trump’s tweets became slightly more multimodal once Clinton            

became his primary opponent: hashtag usage doubled, while mentions and links remained            

rather stagnant. Trump’s attitudes towards Clinton are represented by his hashtag usage, which             

was dominated by #CrookedHillary, and his mentions, in which he never actually address             

Clinton’s twitter account, keeping his insults slightly more indirect and not giving Clinton any              

unintentional followers.  

 
Both the number of tweets and the number of characters decreased from the Unknown              

Opponent Period to the Singular Opponent Period. It is probable there were fewer tweets              

addressing Clinton because the candidates were focused on their travel, rallies, and traditional             

campaigning, rather than on attacking each other. However, it is unclear why Trump’s average              

character length decreased so dramatically between the two periods. Retweet count is            

significantly influenced by tweet length, with Trump’s shorter tweets gaining more popularity.            

This is logical considering Twitter as a site of display that favors short statements. The linguistic                

analysis of his tweets also shows that Trump constantly writes up to the 140 character limit.                

There are several different methods used to reduce a statement’s length, including using             

contractions and abbreviations, as well as removing punctuation.  
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While Trump hurled insults at Clinton about many different topics and events, his tweets              

referencing her email scandal as Secretary of State were most popular. The difference between              

Trump’s rhetoric toward Clinton between the Unknown Opponent Period and the Singular            

Opponent Period was insignificant. No major discrepancy and viable corresponding reason was            

found to change Trump’s attitude or style of attacks between when the democratic nominee was               

unknown to when it became Clinton. This finding is not a surprise; Trump has constantly               

tweeted and attacked Clinton from the very start of the election to well into his presidency.                

Having always viewed Clinton as his number one opponent, Trump’s rhetoric would not have              

changed drastically simply because of her official Democratic nomination.  

 
These comparisons and linguistic analyses of Trump’s statements provide insight into his            

communication process. While reading a 140 characters is quick and easy, a lot can go into a                 

tweet’s creation. Donald Trump’s twitter usage transformed the election, and it is apparent that              

even the slightest linguistic changes can have huge effects on a tweet’s popularity and              

perception. 
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§10: Appendix 

230 total tweets arranged chronologically 
 
Unknown Opponent Period: 

Tweet Time Date Retweet
s 

The failing @nytimes wrote a story about my management style & that I don't have 
many people. I have 73, Hillary has 800- & I'm beating her. 

20:28 05-28 5279 

I would have had millions of votes more in the primaries (than Crooked Hillary) if I 
only had one opponent, instead of sixteen. Broke record 

20:13 05-30 5014 

I am getting great credit for my press conference today. Crooked Hillary should be 
admonished for not having a press conference in 179 days. 

23:17 05-31 7146 

Crooked Hillary Clinton is a fraud who has put the public and country at risk by her 
illegal and very stupid use of emails. Many missing! 

22:16 06-01 9899 

Crooked Hillary Clinton has zero natural talent - she should not be president. Her 
temperament is bad and her decision making ability-zilch! 

15:03 06-02 5363 

Bernie Sanders was right when he said that Crooked Hillary Clinton was not 
qualified to be president because she suffers from BAD judgement! 

15:10 06-02 5421 

With all of the Crooked Hillary Clinton's foreign policy experience, she has made so 
many mistakes - and I mean real monsters! No more HRC. 

16:48 06-02 4070 

Crooked Hillary Clinton, who I would love to call Lyin' Hillary, is getting ready to 
totally misrepresent my foreign policy positions. 

17:06 06-02 5300 

Crooked Hillary no longer has credibility - too much failure in office. People will not 
allow another four years of incompetence! 

19:15 06-02 6919 

Bad performance by Crooked Hillary Clinton! Reading poorly from the teleprompter! 
She doesn't even look presidential! 

19:18 06-02 7895 

In Crooked Hillary's teleprompter speech yesterday, she made up things that I said 
or believe but have no basis in fact. Not honest! 

13:13 06-03 5482 

Hillary Clinton is unfit to be president. She has bad judgement, poor leadership 
skills and a very bad and destructive track record. Change! 

22:15 06-05 11174 

Crooked Hillary Clinton has not held a news conference in more than 7 months. 
Her record is so bad she is unable to answer tough questions! 

13:15 06-06 7334 

Crooked Hillary is being badly criticized (for a Wall Street paid for ad) by PolitiFact 
for a false ad on me on women. She is a total fraud! 

13:23 06-06 4809 

A former Secret Service Agent for President Clinton excoriates Crooked Hillary 
describing her as ERRATIC & VIOLENT. Bad temperament for pres 

01:51 06-07 8874 

In just out book, Secret Service Agent Gary Byrne doesn't believe that Crooked 02:21 06-07 8061 
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Hillary has the temperament or integrity to be the president! 

I would have had many millions of votes more than Crooked Hillary Clinton except 
for the fact that I had 16 opponents, she had one! 

00:54 06-09 5907 

Bernie Sanders must really dislike Crooked Hillary after the way she played him. 
Many of his supporters, because of trade, will come to me. 

01:46 06-09 7403 

Crooked Hillary Clinton will be a disaster on jobs, the economy, trade, healthcare, 
the military, guns and just about all else. Obama plus! 

12:29 06-09 12244 

Obama just endorsed Crooked Hillary. He wants four more years of Obama‚ but 
nobody else does! 

18:22 06-09 35638 

2004 VIDEO: Pocahontas describing Crooked Hillary Clinton as a Corporate Donor 
Puppet. Time for change! #Trump2016 

16:12 06-10 9834 

I rarely agree with President Obama- however he is 100% correct about Crooked 
Hillary Clinton. Great ad! 

16:49 06-10 25868 

#FlashbackFriday #CrookedHillary  19:27 06-10 11164 

I have been hitting Obama and Crooked Hillary hard on not using the term Radical 
Islamic Terror. Hillary just broke-said she would now use! 

14:59 06-13 9742 

Crooked Hillary says we must call on Saudi Arabia and other countries to stop 
funding hate. I am calling on- cont'd: https://t.co/T1fVcu3mEC 

21:35 06-13 6158 

Thank you to the LGBT community! I will fight for you while Hillary brings in more 
people that will threaten your freedoms and beliefs. 

17:31 06-14 18058 

People very unhappy with Crooked Hillary and Obama on JOBS and SAFETY! 
Biggest trade deficit in many years! More attacks will follow Orlando 

11:20 06-17 7272 

Crooked Hillary Clinton is totally unfit to be our president-really bad judgement and 
a temperament, according to new book, which is a mess! 

10:38 06-21 8383 

I will be making a big speech tomorrow to discuss the failed policies and bad 
judgment of Crooked Hillary Clinton. 

14:22 06-21 9207 

Hillary says this election is about judgment.  She's right.  Her judgement has killed 
thousands, unleashed ISIS and wrecked the economy. 

16:36 06-21 17222 

Hillary Clinton surged the trade deficit with China 40% as 
Secretary of State, costing Americans millions of jobs. 

16:38 06-21 7060 

How can Hillary run the economy when she can't even send emails without putting 
entire nation at risk? 

16:42 06-21 19256 

Hillary Clinton's open borders immigration policies will drive down wages for all 
Americans - and make everyone less safe. 

16:44 06-21 8936 

Hillary took money and did favors for regimes that enslave women and murder 
gays. 

17:16 06-21 14301 

If you want to know about Hillary Clinton's honesty & judgment, ask the family of 
Ambassador Stevens. 

17:17 06-21 11832 

Hillary defrauded America as Secy of State. She used it as a personal hedge fund 17:19 06-21 13779 
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to get herself rich! Corrupt, dangerous, dishonest. 

Crooked Hillary refuses to say that she will be raising taxes beyond belief! She will 
be a disaster for jobs and the economy! 

03:16 06-22 9845 

Hillary says things can't change. I say they have to change. It's a choice between 
Americanism and her corrupt globalism. #Imwithyou 

19:00 06-22 13887 

"Hillary Clinton may be the most corrupt person ever to seek the presidency."  -- 
Donald J. Trump 

13:17 06-23 9908 

“ISIS threatens us today because of the decisions Hillary Clinton has made along 
with President Obama."  --  Donald J. Trump 

13:20 06-23 9281 

Hillary Lies to Benghazi Families #CrookedHillary 17:07 06-23 5255 

SC has kept us safe from exec amnesty--for now. But Hillary has pledged to 
expand it, taking jobs from Hispanic & African-American workers. 

18:07 06-23 4991 

Hillary Clinton‚ open borders are tearing American families apart. I am going to 
make our country Safe Again for all Americans. #Imwithyou 

18:18 06-23 6674 

On immigration, I’m consulting with our immigration officers 
& our wage-earners. Hillary Clinton is consulting with Wall Street. 

18:48 06-23 6724 

Crooked Hillary called it totally wrong on BREXIT - she went with Obama - and now 
she is saying we need her to lead. She would be a disaster 

21:23 06-24 10410 

So funny, Crooked Hillary called BREXIT so incorrectly, and now she says that she 
is the one to deal with the U.K. All talk, no action! 

12:00 06-25 8643 

Crooked Hillary Clinton, who called BREXIT 100% wrong (along with Obama), is 
now spending Wall Street money on an ad on my correct call. 

11:33 06-26 7621 

Crooked Hillary just took a major ad of me playing golf at Turnberry. Shows me 
hitting shot, but I never did = lie! Was there to support son 

16:06 06-26 7196 

Top 50 Facts About Crooked Hillary Clinton From Trump 'Stakes Of The Election' 
Address: https://t.co/lfUdXYnsgJ 

16:31 06-26 6048 

People in our country want borders, and without them the old line pols like Crooked 
Hillary will not win. It is time for CHANGE -- and JOBS! 

21:21 06-26 6700 

Hillary Clinton is not a change agent, just the same old status quo! She is spending 
a fortune, I am spending very little. Close in polls! 

22:09 06-26 5895 

Crooked Hillary Clinton got Brexit wrong. I said LEAVE will win. She has no sense 
of markets and such bad judgement. Only a question of time 

22:15 06-26 5535 

Crooked Hillary Attacks Foreign Government Donations - While Ignoring Her Own: 
https://t.co/pr3BSHJSxL 

22:28 06-26 4348 

Crooked Hillary is wheeling out one of the least productive senators in the U.S. 
Senate, goofy Elizabeth Warren, who lied on heritage. 

13:07 06-27 8224 

The media is unrelenting. They will only go with and report a story in a negative 
light. I called Brexit (Hillary was wrong), watch November 

13:18 06-27 6866 

Check it out - 2nd video on Lying Crooked Hillary is now online! Watch it here: 19:30 06-28 5143 
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https://t.co/5mtwkOvQnd #CrookedHillary #Trump2016 

Benghazi is just another Hillary Clinton failure. It just 
never seems to work the way it's supposed to with Clinton. 

20:24 06-28 8021 

Hillary Clinton‚Äôs Presidency would be catastrophic for 
the future of our country. She is ill-fit with bad judgment. 

20:26 06-28 9321 

ISIS exploded on Hillary Clinton's watch- she's done nothing about it and never will. 
Not capable! 

18:21 06-29 10110 

The story with Hillary will never change. https://t.co/h0Av3TAIiM 14:48 06-30 6014 

Why would college graduates want Crooked Hillary as their President? She will 
destroy them! 

18:53 06-30 5052 

One of the reasons Hillary hid her emails was so the public wouldn't see how she 
got rich- selling out America.  

19:28 06-30 7870 

As Bernie Sanders said, Hillary Clinton has bad judgement. Bill's meeting was 
probably initiated and demanded by Hillary! 

12:11 07-01 6004 

Crooked Hillary -- Makes History! #ImWithYou #AmericaFirst 
https://t.co/PKQhYhMmIX 

15:19 07-02 11083 

It is impossible for the FBI not to recommend criminal charges against Hillary 
Clinton. What she did was wrong! What Bill did was stupid! 

20:39 07-02 12970 

It was just announced-by sources-that no charges will be brought against Crooked 
Hillary Clinton. Like I said, the system is totally rigged! 

21:13 07-02 21210 

Only a fool would believe that the meeting between Bill Clinton and the U.S.A.G. 
was not arranged or that Crooked Hillary did not know. 

20:16 07-03 9448 

Crooked Hillary Clinton knew that her husband wanted to meet with the U.S.A.G. to 
work out a deal. The system is totally rigged & corrupt! 

20:20 07-03 8802 

I believe that Crooked Hillary sent Bill to have the meeting with the U.S.A.G. So Bill 
is not in trouble with H except that he got caught! 

21:46 07-03 6395 

Crooked Hillary will NEVER be able to handle the complexities and danger of ISIS - 
it will just go on forever. We need change! 

12:00 07-04 6700 

Crooked Hillary Clinton is "guilty as hell" but the system is totally rigged and 
corrupt! Where are the 33,000 missing emails? 

15:26 07-04 10782 

With Hillary and Obama, the terrorist attacks will only get worse. Politically correct 
fools, won't even call it what it is - RADICAL ISLAM! 

15:34 07-04 12274 

Why is President Obama allowed to use Air Force One on the campaign trail with 
Crooked Hillary? She is flying with him tomorrow. Who pays? 

22:30 07-04 22131 

Taxpayers are paying a fortune for the use of Air Force One on the campaign trail 
by President Obama and Crooked Hillary. A total disgrace! 

11:14 07-05 14735 

FBI director said Crooked Hillary compromised our national security. No charges. 
Wow! #RiggedSystem 

15:39 07-05 40507 

I don't think the voters will forget the rigged system that allowed Crooked Hillary to 04:30 07-06 13032 
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get away with "murder." Come November 8, she's out! 

Crooked Hillary Clinton is unfit to serve as President of the U.S. Her temperament 
is weak and her opponents are strong. BAD JUDGEMENT! 

04:36 07-06 8471 

Crooked Hillary Clinton and her team "were extremely careless in their handling of 
very sensitive, highly classified information." Not fit! 

11:12 07-06 7869 

Crooked Hillary has once again been proven to be a person who is dishonest, 
incompetent and of very bad judgement. 

11:21 07-06 8524 

The rigged system may have helped Hillary Clinton escape criminal charges, 
but...https://t.co/KO64IAMDgj https://t.co/8CBSfNpl2l 

12:11 07-06 7167 

Crooked Hillary Clinton lied to the FBI and to the people of our country. She is 
sooooo guilty. But watch, her time will come! 

12:31 07-06 10478 

Hillary Clinton should ask why the Democrat pols in Atlantic City made all the 
wrong moves - Convention Center, Airport - and destroyed City 

13:12 07-06 4321 

I have over seven million hits on social media re Crooked Hillary Clinton. Check it 
out Sleepy Eyes, @MarkHalperin @NBCPolitics 

14:06 07-06 5047 

Convention speaker schedule to be released tomorrow. Let today be devoted to 
Crooked Hillary and the rigged system under which we live. 

15:32 07-06 8281 

To all of my twitter followers, please contribute whatever you can to the campaign. 
We must beat Crooked Hillary. https://t.co/Xv8Q1GuWiH 

21:58 07-06 9678 

After today, Crooked Hillary can officially be called Lyin' Crooked Hillary. 01:52 07-08 19907 

Isn't it sad that on a day of national tragedy Hillary Clinton is answering softball 
questions about her email lies on @CNN? 

21:31 07-08 13913 

Look what is happening to our country under the WEAK leadership of Obama and 
people like Crooked Hillary Clinton. We are a divided nation! 

12:02 07-10 18874 

Bernie Sanders, who has lost most of his leverage, has totally sold out to Crooked 
Hillary Clinton. He will endorse her today - fans angry! 

13:36 07-12 10705 

#CrookedHillary is not qualified! https://t.co/6qi7KTW43O 16:45 07-12 12834 

Bernie Sanders endorsing Crooked Hillary Clinton is like Occupy Wall Street 
endorsing Goldman Sachs. 

17:01 07-12 36510 

Bernie sanders has abandoned his supporters by endorsing pro-war pro-TPP 
pro-Wall Street Crooked Hillary Clinton. 

17:03 07-12 13018 

The American people agree. No free pass for #CrookedHillary! 
https://t.co/lTjLVKkzh1 

21:10 07-12 10936 

Thank you Florida, Ohio, and Pennsylvania! #CrookedHillary is not qualified. 
#ImWithYou https://t.co/M1yzgyeEdY 

12:50 07-13 11484 

#CrookedHillary is outspending me by a combined 31 to 1 in Florida, Ohio, & 
Pennsylvania. I haven't started yet! https://t.co/BcoPrwqFMe 

21:22 07-13 7982 

Lyin' Crooked Hillary's email stories all have one thing in common. 
https://t.co/teoVCYXKOR 

22:11 07-13 7758 
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Despite spending $500k a day on TV ads alone #CrookedHillary falls flat in 
nationwide @QuinnipiacPoll. Having ZERO impact. Sad!! 

22:19 07-13 5010 

Voters understand that Crooked Hillary's negative ads are not true- just like her 
email lies and her other fraudulent activity. 

22:22 07-13 8100 

I employ many people in the State of Virginia - JOBS, JOBS, JOBS! Crooked 
Hillary will sell us out, just like her husband did with NAFTA. 

17:23 07-14 7447 

Four more years of weakness with a Crooked Hillary Administration is not 
acceptable. Look what has happened to the world with O & Hillary! 

14:41 07-15 11058 

Crooked Hillary is spending big Wall Street money on ads saying I don't have 
foreign policy experience, yet look what her policies have done 

13:08 07-16 9091 

Crooked Hillary, who embarrassed herself and the country with her email lies, has 
been a DISASTER on foreign policy. Look what's happening! 

13:13 07-16 8207 

Very sad that a person who has made so many mistakes, Crooked Hillary Clinton, 
can put out such false and vicious ads with her phony money! 

13:19 07-16 7147 

Crooked Hillary Clinton is bought and paid for by Wall Street, lobbyists and special 
interests. She will sell our country down the tubes! 

13:23 07-16 9319 

As the days and weeks go by, we see what a total mess our country (and world) is 
in - Crooked Hillary Clinton led Obama into bad decisions! 

11:55 07-17 5970 

It doesn't matter that Crooked Hillary has experience, look at all of the bad 
decisions she has made. Bernie said she has bad judgement! 

12:06 07-17 6307 

I hope that Crooked Hillary picks Goofy Elizabeth Warren, sometimes referred to as 
Pocahontas, as her V.P. Then we can litigate her fraud! 

12:14 07-17 7138 

@FoxNews is much better, and far more truthful, than @CNN, which is all negative. 
Guests are stacked for Crooked Hillary! I don't watch. 

13:04 07-17 5522 

The media is spending more time doing a forensic analysis of Melania's speech 
than the FBI spent on Hillary's emails. 

15:36 07-20 120817 

Pocahontas wanted V.P. slot so badly but wasn't chosen because she has done 
nothing in the Senate. Also, Crooked Hillary hates her! 

10:42 07-23 8448 

Crooked Hillary Clinton has destroyed jobs and manufacturing in Pennsylvania. 
Against steelworkers and miners. Husband signed NAFTA. 

14:51 07-23 9133 

Just saw Crooked Hillary and Tim Kaine together. ISIS and our other enemies are 
drooling. They don't look presidential to me! 

20:43 07-23 9633 

The Crooked Hillary V.P. choice is VERY disrespectful to Bernie Sanders and all of 
his supporters. Just another case of BAD JUDGEMENT by H! 

11:16 07-24 6787 

Crooked Hillary Clinton was not at all loyal to the person in her rigged system that 
pushed her over the top, DWS. Too bad Bernie flamed out 

22:02 07-24 5534 

Even though Bernie Sanders has lost his energy and his strength, I don't believe 
that his supporters will let Crooked Hillary off the hook! 

22:07 07-24 8191 

The highly neurotic Debbie Wasserman Schultz is angry that, after stealing and 
cheating her way to a Crooked Hillary victory, she's out! 

22:33 07-24 9591 
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Watched Crooked Hillary Clinton and Tim Kaine on 60 Minutes. No way they are 
going to fix America's problems. ISIS & all others laughing! 

23:59 07-24 10111 

Hillary was involved in the email scandal because she is the only one with 
judgement so bad that such a thing could have happened! 

12:02 07-25 7652 

Crooked Hillary Clinton knew everything that her "servant" was doing at the DNC - 
they just got caught, that's all! They laughed at Bernie. 

13:19 07-25 9208 

Here we go again with another Clinton scandal, and emails yet (can you believe). 
Crooked Hillary knew the fix was in, B never had a chance! 

13:42 07-25 9554 

The State of Florida is so embarrassed by the antics of Crooked Hillary Clinton and 
Debbie Wasserman Schultz that they will vote for CHANGE! 

14:01 07-25 8136 

Great POLL numbers are coming out all over. People don't want another four years 
of Obama, and Crooked Hillary would be even worse. #MAGA 

14:05 07-25 10512 

The invention of email has proven to be a very bad thing for Crooked Hillary in that 
it has proven her to be both incompetent and a liar! 

19:27 07-26 12480 

Dems don't want to talk ISIS b/c Hillary's foreign interventions unleashed ISIS & her 
refugee plans make it easier for them to come here. 

19:48 07-26 14078 

    

Singular Opponent Period:    

Bernie Sanders totally sold out to Crooked Hillary Clinton. All of that work, energy 
and money, and nothing to show for it! Waste of time. 

03:19 07-26 23289 

Elizabeth Warren, often referred to as Pocahontas, just misrepresented me and 
spoke glowingly about Crooked Hillary, who she always hated! 

03:12 07-26 11797 

#CrookedHillary https://t.co/lwi9gqDEHE 22:01 07-27 19671 

If Russia or any other country or person has Hillary Clinton's 33,000 illegally 
deleted emails, perhaps they should share them with the FBI! 

16:16 07-27 24432 

Crooked Hillary Clinton wants to flood our country with Syrian immigrants that we 
know little or nothing about. The danger is massive. NO! 

10:08 07-27 16532 

As I have been saying, Crooked Hillary will approve the job killing TPP after the 
election, despite her statements to the contrary: top adv. 

09:33 07-27 6889 

Just like I have warned from the beginning, Crooked Hillary Clinton will betray you 
on the TPP. https://t.co/eoNTWK6I8y 

03:01 07-27 9899 

#CrookedHillary https://t.co/JeXFnO6e3s 23:13 07-28 31126 

What Bernie Sanders really thinks of Crooked Hillary Clinton. 
https://t.co/VgMaAsZBep 

17:53 07-29 21915 

I am watching Crooked Hillary speak. Same old stuff, our country needs change! 17:43 07-29 6878 

Wow, my campaign is hearing from more and more Bernie supporters that they will 
NEVER support Crooked Hillary. She sold them out, V.P. pick! 

17:03 07-29 10423 
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In Hillary Clinton's America - things get worse. #TrumpPence16 
https://t.co/WdHbnhhCbW 

16:59 07-29 12781 

Crooked Hillary said that I "couldn't handle the rough and tumble of a political 
campaign." Really,I just beat 16 people and am beating her! 

14:14 07-29 17289 

If Michael Bloomberg ran again for Mayor of New York, he wouldn't get 10% of the 
vote - they would run him out of town!  #NeverHillary 

14:06 07-29 6251 

General John Allen, who I never met but spoke against me last night, failed badly in 
his fight against ISIS. His record = BAD  #NeverHillary 

13:53 07-29 6435 

Crooked Hillary Clinton mentioned me 22 times in her very long and very boring 
speech. Many of her statements were lies and fabrications! 

13:44 07-29 9755 

Crooked Hillary Clinton made up facts about me, and "forgot" to mention the many 
problems of our country, in her very average scream! 

12:51 07-29 9065 

No one has worse judgement than Hillary Clinton - corruption and devastation 
follows her wherever she goes. 

03:59 07-29 18015 

Hillary's wars in the Middle East have unleashed destruction, terrorism and ISIS 
across the world. 

03:57 07-29 13530 

Hillary's vision is a borderless world where working people have no power, no jobs, 
no safety. 

03:54 07-29 17222 

Hillary will never reform Wall Street. She is owned by Wall Street! 03:52 07-29 16580 

Our way of life is under threat by Radical Islam and Hillary Clinton cannot even 
bring herself to say the words. 

03:50 07-29 15124 

Hillary's refusal to mention Radical Islam, as she pushes a 550% increase in 
refugees, is more proof that she is unfit to lead the country. 

03:47 07-29 20284 

Thank you to all of the television viewers that made my speech at the Republican 
National Convention #1 over Crooked Hillary and DEMS. 

23:00 07-30 11154 

Can you imagine if I had the small crowds that Hillary is drawing today in 
Pennsylvania. It would be a major media event! @CNN @FoxNews 

22:28 07-30 10389 

#CrookedHillary = Obama's third term, which would be terrible news for our 
economic growth - seen below. https://t.co/y9WJoUaaql 

21:55 07-30 10489 

Word is that Crooked Hillary has very small and unenthusiastic crowds in 
Pennsylvania. Perhaps it is because her husband signed NAFTA? 

21:51 07-30 8611 

Why doesn't the media want to report that on the two "Big Thursdays" when 
Crooked Hillary and I made our speeches - Republican's won ratings 

19:55 07-30 8302 

#CrookedHillary https://t.co/xyoPFJmByp 18:34 07-30 10848 

Crooked Hillary Clinton is soft on crime, supports open borders, and wants massive 
tax hikes. A formula for disaster! 

18:07 07-30 9749 

We are suffering through the worst long-term unemployment in the last 70 years. I 
want change - Crooked Hillary Clinton does not. 

12:57 07-30 9448 

Hillary can never win over Bernie supporters. Her foreign wars, 12:54 07-30 8265 
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NAFTA/TPP support & Wall Street ties are driving away millions of votes. 

As usual, Hillary & the Dems are trying to rig the debates so 2 are up against major 
NFL games. Same as last time w/ Bernie. Unacceptable! 

03:03 07-30 16040 

#CrookedHillary Job Application https://t.co/CKXkAlGSiV 01:01 07-30 17233 

Hillary Clinton should not be given national security briefings in that she is a lose 
cannon with extraordinarily bad judgement & insticts. 

00:57 07-30 12073 

I was viciously attacked by Mr. Khan at the Democratic Convention. Am I not 
allowed to respond? Hillary voted for the Iraq war, not me! 

13:32 07-31 19415 

When will CNN do a segment on Hillary‚Äôs plan to increase Syrian refugees 550% 
and how much it will cost? 

22:52 08-01 12297 

Hillary Clinton raked in money from regimes that horribly oppress women and gays 
& refuses to speak out against Radical Islam. 

22:52 08-01 11249 

Hillary, whose decisions have led to the deaths of many, accepted $ from a 
business linked to ISIS. Silence at CNN. https://t.co/gJYSSXtpaz 

22:46 08-01 13282 

Crooked Hillary Clinton is 100% owned by her donors. #ImWithYou #MAGA 
https://t.co/iYM3CCWS2z 

21:42 08-01 16950 

People believe CNN these days almost as little as they believe Hillary....that's really 
saying something! 

18:47 08-01 9448 

The people who support Hillary sit behind CNN anchor chairs, or headline 
fundraisers - those disconnected from real life. 

18:46 08-01 8041 

Will CNN send its cameras to the border to show the massive unreported crisis now 
unfolding -- or are they worried it will hurt Hillary? 

18:45 08-01 11571 

When will we see stories from CNN on Clinton Foundation corruption and Hillary's 
pay-for-play at State Department? 

18:44 08-01 12657 

CNN will soon be the least trusted name in news if they continue to be the press 
shop for Hillary Clinton. 

18:42 08-01 9795 

#CrookedHillary https://t.co/oHI6xrDJU0 14:48 08-01 8836 

#CrookedHillary https://t.co/xe0I0EmxMa 18:13 08-02 13816 

The Washington Post calls out #CrookedHillary for what she REALLY is. A 
PATHOLOGICAL LIAR! Watch that nose grow! https://t.co/FsrUGByuuD 

10:24 08-02 27134 

Our incompetent Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, was the one who started talks 
to give 400 million dollars, in cash, to Iran. Scandal! 

10:23 08-03 20208 

Hillary Clinton has bad judgment and is unfit to serve as President. 
https://t.co/3EzG620fpT 

13:08 08-05 9255 

#CrookedHillary is not fit to be our next president! #TrumpPence16 
https://t.co/I0zJO2sZKk 

20:04 08-06 8455 

Heading to New Hampshire - will be talking about Hillary saying her brain SHORT 
CIRCUITED, and other things! 

18:11 08-06 8945 
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Crooked Hillary said loudly, and for the world to see, that she "SHORT 
CIRCUITED" when answering a question on her emails. Very dangerous! 

14:24 08-06 14016 

Hillary Clinton is being badly criticized for her poor performance in answering 
questions. Let us all see what happens! 

11:53 08-06 9728 

I am not just running against Crooked Hillary Clinton, I am running against the very 
dishonest and totally biased media - but I will win! 

01:53 08-07 28607 

Many people are saying that the Iranians killed the scientist who helped the U.S. 
because of Hillary Clinton's hacked emails. 

22:45 08-08 13479 

When is the media going to talk about Hillary's policies that have gotten people 
killed, like Libya, open borders, and maybe her emails? 

01:11 08-10 21098 

ISIS gained tremendous strength during Hillary Clinton's term as Secretary of State. 
When will the dishonest media report the facts! 

13:01 08-12 15354 

A massive tax increase will be necessary to fund Crooked Hillary Clinton's agenda. 
What a terrible (and boring) rollout that was yesterday! 

11:07 08-12 10366 

I am not only fighting Crooked Hillary, I am fighting the dishonest and corrupt media 
and her government protection process. People get it! 

16:55 08-14 18464 

Crooked Hillary Clinton is being protected by the media. She is not a talented 
person or politician. The dishonest media refuses to expose! 

16:50 08-14 13979 

If the disgusting and corrupt media covered me honestly and didn't put false 
meaning into the words I say, I would be beating Hillary by 20% 

12:37 08-14 16936 

The failing @nytimes talks about anonymous sources and meetings that never 
happened. Their reporting is fiction. The media protects Hillary! 

12:24 08-14 9589 

A vote for Hillary Clinton is a vote for another generation of poverty, high crime, & 
lost opportunities. #ImWithYou 
https://t.co/Eph6qy7zyB 

16:57 08-17 16168 

#CrookedHillary #ThrowbackThursday https://t.co/v8J0r64J7h 20:55 08-18 28083 

#WheresHillary? Sleeping!!!!! 00:17 08-20 27723 

Crooked Hillary is flooding the airwaves with false and misleading ads - all paid for 
by her bosses on Wall Street. Media is protecting her! 

00:33 08-22 14018 

Hillary Clinton strongly stated  that there was "absolutely no connection" between 
her private work and that of The State Department. LIE! 

14:46 08-23 10025 

Hillary Clinton is using race-baiting to try to get African-American voters- but they 
know she is all talk and NO ACTION! 

20:45 08-25 10314 

Hillary Clinton's short speech is pandering to the worst instincts in our society. She 
should be ashamed of herself! 

20:14 08-25 9732 

Just watched recap of #CrookedHillary's speech. Very short and lies. She is the 
only one fear-mongering! 

20:11 08-25 8111 

Army training slide lists Hillary Clinton as insider threat: https://t.co/CQTSo2ETJF 19:26 08-26 8609 

Meet the Trumpocrats: Lifelong Democrats Breaking w/ Party Over Hillary to 19:21 08-26 7986 
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Support Donald Trump for President: https://t.co/g2N3JJWV8a 

"Hillary Clinton Deleted Emails Using Program Intended To Prevent Recovery" 
#CrookedHillary https://t.co/D0MeBJXBwN 

19:18 08-26 8405 

How quickly people forget that Crooked Hillary called African-American youth 
"SUPER PREDATORS" - Has she apologized? 

17:14 08-26 13148 

Crooked Hillary will NEVER be able to solve the problems of poverty, education 
and safety within the African-American & Hispanic communities 

13:50 08-26 9177 

"Hillary Clinton needs to address the racist undertones of her 2008 campaign." 
#FlashbackFriday https://t.co/MJQp0rcnzH 

02:58 08-26 16769 

Hillary Clinton only knows how to make a speech when it is a hit on me. No policy, 
and always very short (stamina). Media gives her a pass! 

02:40 08-26 9505 

I think that both candidates, Crooked Hillary and myself, should release detailed 
medical records. I have no problem in doing so! Hillary? 

23:24 08-28 20209 

#CrookedHillary https://t.co/vXhcC8PaPy 18:41 08-29 16697 

Now that African-Americans are seeing what a bad job Hillary type policy and 
management has done to the inner-cities, they want TRUMP! 

13:35 08-29 9064 

Crooked Hillary's brainpower is highly overrated.Probably why her decision making 
is so bad or, as stated by Bernie S, she has BAD JUDGEMENT 

13:30 08-29 7242 

Does anyone know that Crooked Hillary, who tried so hard, was unable to pass the 
Bar Exams in Washington D.C. She was forced to go elsewhere 

13:23 08-29 10941 

Hillary Clinton doesn't have the strength or the stamina to MAKE AMERICA 
GREAT AGAIN! #AmericaFirst https://t.co/G1MuLrjhW9 

05:06 09-01 7138 

Hillary Clinton didn't go to Louisiana, and now she didn't go to Mexico. She doesn't 
have the drive or stamina to MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN! 

00:40 09-01 20890 

@CNN is so disgusting in their bias, but they are having a hard time promoting 
Crooked Hillary in light of the new email scandals. 

20:36 09-03 14280 

Lyin' Hillary Clinton told the FBI that she did not know the "C" markings on 
documents stood for CLASSIFIED. How can this be happening? 

23:49 09-04 19509 

The polls are close so Crooked Hillary is getting out of bed and will campaign 
tomorrow.Why did she hammer 13 devices and acid-wash emails? 

23:17 09-04 14314 

Crooked Hillary's V.P. pick said this morning that I was not aware that Russia took 
over Crimea. A total lie - and taken over during O term! 

16:04 09-04 6954 

Mainstream media never covered Hillary’s massive hacking or coughing attack, yet 
it is #1 trending. What‚Äôs up? 

15:31 09-06 14388 

'Donald Trump leads Hillary Clinton by 19 points among military, veteran voters: 
poll' #AmericaFirst #MAGA https://t.co/5FmxGtLkwt 

15:11 09-07 8618 

Hillary Clinton answered email questions differently last night than she has in the 
past. She is totally confused. Unfit to serve as #POTUS. 

16:25 09-08 10678 

Hillary just gave a disastrous news conference on the tarmac to make up for poor 15:17 09-08 11264 
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performance last night. She's being decimated by the media! 

"A rough night for Hillary Clinton"  ABC News. 12:10 09-08 8941 

It wasn't Matt Lauer that hurt Hillary last night. It was her very dumb answer about 
emails & the veteran who said she should be in jail. 

00:39 09-09 15285 

Hillary Clinton just had her 47% moment. What a terrible thing she said about so 
many great Americans! 

23:37 09-10 15750 

While Hillary said horrible things about my supporters, and while many of her 
supporters will never vote for me, I still respect them all! 

18:18 09-10 25877 

Wow, Hillary Clinton was SO INSULTING to my supporters, millions of amazing, 
hard working people. I think it will cost her at the Polls! 

12:47 09-10 21987 

Why isn't President Obama working instead of campaigning for Hillary Clinton? 03:09 09-14 24978 

The failing @nytimes has gone nuts that Crooked Hillary is doing so badly. They 
are willing to say anything, has become a laughingstock rag! 

21:38 09-17 10124 

Crooked Hillary wants to take your 2nd Amendment rights away. Will guns be taken 
from her heavily armed Secret Service detail? Maybe not! 

05:53 09-17 14572 

Hillary Clinton's weakness while she was Secretary of State, has emboldened 
terrorists all over the world..cont: https://t.co/E5BdTiwlur 

16:53 09-19 10464 

Hillary Clinton is taking the day off again, she needs the rest. Sleep well Hillary - 
see you at the debate! 

14:23 09-20 31049 

Do people notice Hillary is copying my airplane rallies - she puts the plane behind 
her like I have been doing from the beginning. 

14:20 09-20 12389 

Crooked Hillary has been fighting ISIS, or whatever she has been doing, for years. 
Now she has new ideas. It is time for change. 

12:02 09-20 9376 

Hillary Clinton just lost every Republican she ever had, including Never Trump, all 
farmers & sm. biz, by saying she’ll tax estates at 65%. 

17:26 09-23 19788 

Crooked Hillary's bad judgement forced her to announce that she would go to 
Charlotte on Saturday to grandstand. Dem polls said no way, dumb! 

02:09 09-24 9338 

Bernie Sanders gave Hillary the Dem nomination when he gave up on the e-mails. 
That issue has only gotten bigger! 

13:04 09-25 8490 

Many on the team and staff of Bernie Sanders have been treated badly by the 
Hillary Clinton campaign - and they like Trump on trade, a lot! 

12:30 09-25 8572 

 

 


